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An ocean of climate solutions
WHOI’s Peter de Menocal discusses the potential for ocean ecosystems that could help us store more carbon

Bridge-to-PhD Program opens new doors
WHOI works to expand BIPOC representation in ocean science with this inaugural fellowship program

What makes the ocean so salty?
Find out why that accidental gulp of ocean water is so briny, while lake and pond water isn’t

Make a difference for the next generation of ocean leaders!
We’re seeking a Vice President for Academic Programs and Dean to run WHOI’s Academic Programs Office

Image of the week:
Symbiosis up close
Revealed here at 302 times their size, these symbiotic bacteria make energy for giant tubeworms

WHOI IN THE NEWS
THE CONVERSATION
The ocean twilight zone could store vast amounts of carbon captured from the atmosphere

KALW PUBLIC MEDIA
One Planet: We are all whalers—The plight of whales and our responsibility

BOSTON HERALD
Cape Cod shark research: Local scientists helping teachers bring great white research into the classroom

THE FALMOUTH ENTERPRISE
Beach Erosion In Falmouth: Who’s At The Wheel?

Where are WHOI Ships Now?

Follow us #WHOI